Format for citing documents from the ITS Archives

Digital Collections

[Title of document], [Archival Sub-collection Number/ [Digital Document Number]/ ITS Digital Archive, Location.

Example


Häftlingspersonalbogen Jakob Abelsohn, Dachau, 1.1.6.2/9956912/ITS Digital Archive, Bad Arolsen.

Bibliographical Note

Number and Title of the Sub-collection, ITS Digital Archive, Location.

Example

Sub-collection 1.1.5.3: Individuelle Unterlagen Männer Buchenwald, ITS Digital Archive, Bad Arolsen.

For Exhibitions

Curators will need to decide the specifics for themselves, but it is important that they indicate the Digital Document-Number in case of inquiries by visitors, scholars, educators etc.

Their caption shall include

ITS Bad Arolsen

Documents etc. not yet scanned/digitized

Example

Regulations of Prisoners' markings, Dachau, ITS Archive, Bad Arolsen.

ITS, Bad Arolsen, May 2014